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1.INTRODUCTION
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egress nodes is an easy solution to avoid leakage of
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In this paper, we focus on the illegal redistribution of
streaming content by an authorized user to external
networks.The existing proposals monitor information
obtained at different nodes in the middle of the

4.Conclusion:

streaming path. The retrieved information are used to
generate traffic patterns which appear as unique

The content leakage detection system based on the

waveform per content, just like a fingerprint

fact that each streaming content has a unique traffic
pattern is an innovative solution to prevent illegal

3.Equations:

redistribution of contents by a regular, yet malicious
user.Though three typical conventional methods,
namely, T-TRAT, P-TRAT,and DP-TRAT, show
robustness to delay, jitter or packet loss, the detection
performance decreases with considerable variation of
video lengthsMoreover, in this paper, we investigate
the performance of the proposed method under a real
network environment with videos of different
lengths. The proposed method allows flexible and
accurate
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independent of the length of the streaming content,

dynamicprogramming (DP) matching based on the DP

which enhances secured and trusted content delivery.

technique[18], [19]. DP matching utilizes the distance
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